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lthough research in Schenkerian theory has shed light on many facets of musical 
composition—including, but not limited to, rhythm, prolongation, and form—little 
attention has been directed to one Schenkerian phenomenon in particular: the leading linear 
progression.1 Schenker introduces this phenomenon at the beginning of the section on combined 
linear progressions in Free Composition:  
When two or more linear progressions are combined, it is essential to determine—
from background, middleground, and foreground—which of them is the leading 
progression. In relation to this leading progression the others must be considered 
only as counterpoints, whether they proceed in parallel, oblique, or contrary 
motion, in outer or inner voices. Once one has decided whether the leading linear 
progression is in the lower or in the upper voice, one must understand the 
counterpointing progressions as upper or lower thirds, tenths, or sixths.2 
 
According to his description, a leading linear progression (hereafter, “leader”) occurs at a deeper 
level of structure than counterpointing linear progressions (hereafter, “followers”) that are set 
against it. Thus, a hierarchy of linear progressions obtains—a scenario that comports well with 
Schenker’s conception of tonal structure.  
 But how does one decide which progression is the leader? Some of Schenker’s analyses 
within the section on combined linear progressions clearly demonstrate the hierarchical 
perspective described above, thus making the decision simple to make. Other analyses within the 
same section, however, do not provide compelling evidence for designating leaders, thus calling 
into question his criteria for making such analytical choices. This essay, therefore, endeavors to 
                                                
1 Discussion of this concept occurs in Berry 2012, 181; Brown 2005, 123–26; Franck 2007, 47–58, Klonoski 1994, 
109–23; Rothstein 2001, 209–10; and Schachter 1981, 138. 
2 Schenker 1979, 78. 
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determine such criteria by examining the voice-leading graphs within the section on combined 
linear progressions in Free Composition, consulting Schenker’s sketches of this section 
contained within the Oster Collection, and referring to his published writings that predate Free 
Composition. After creating a list of criteria, the essay presents analyses incorporating leaders as 
a way of showcasing their utility.   
 
I. CRITERIA AND CATEGORIES OF LEADING PROGRESSIONS WITHIN FREE COMPOSITION 
One criterion that all leaders exhibit is the ability to connect chord members of the 
governing harmony or harmonies.3 For instance, William Rothstein writes, “The ‘leading’ Zug 
arpeggiates the harmony; the ‘follower’ goes along passively for the contrapuntal ride.”4 
Example 1 illustrates with a reproduction of Figure 95a/2 from Free Composition. Here, the 
leader in the upper voice fills out the span between the root and third of the governing C major 
harmony, whereas the follower simply counterpoints the leader in lower parallel tenths. 
Additionally, the leader resides completely within the harmony, whereas the follower begins on a 
non-harmonic tone, which in this case is a (highlighted with an asterisk by Schenker).5 In this 
particular case, the leader distinguishes itself from the follower, since it connects two members 
of the governing harmony, whereas the follower does not. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
3 See Brown 2005, 124; Rothstein 2001, 209–10; and Schachter 1981, 138. 
4 Rothstein 2001, 209–10. 
5 Other graphs within this section of Free Composition that involve a follower beginning or ending on a non-
harmonic tone include Figures 95a/4, 95b/1, 95b/2, 95b/3, 95c/1, 95d/1, 95d/2, 95d/3, and 97/4. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Figure 95a/2 from Free Composition; clef provided by author  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition to the criterion of chord membership cited above (which applies to all 
leaders), I propose further criteria for categorizing leaders, extrapolated from Schenker’s voice-
leading graphs and commentary contained within paragraphs 221–229 of Free Composition (the 
section devoted to combined linear progressions). The purpose of isolating these criteria is to 
discover a way of distinguishing leaders from followers, but also, to highlight ambiguous cases 
within which decisions concerning leaders and followers cannot be made. Furthermore, the 
criteria will serve to establish five categories of leaders, based upon the criteria they share. 
According to Schenker’s graphs of combined linear progressions, one is able to isolate five 
criteria with which to categorize leaders: 1) their size; 2) the types of tones that frame them; 3) 
the number of harmonies they articulate; 4) the kind of relative motion they create with 
followers; and 5) whether or not their followers are harmonic or unidirectional. Descriptions of 
the five categories to which these criteria correspond follow.  
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CATEGORY 1: LEADERS THAT MOVE BETWEEN ROOTS OF GOVERNING HARMONIES IN PARALLEL MOTION 
WITH FOLLOWERS 
 In some cases of combined linear progressions, the follower does not simply hitch a ride 
with the leader by beginning or ending outside of the governing harmony. Rather, some 
followers move between chord members of the prevailing harmony in parallel motion with the 
leader. An often-cited instance appears in Example 2, which illustrates mm. 1–19 of J. S. Bach’s 
Prelude in C Major from the Well-Tempered Clavier, Book I.6 Both the leader and follower fill 
out octave-spans beginning and ending on chord members of the underlying C major harmony. A 
marked difference, however, obtains between both spans, since the leader articulates a 
subdivision at the fifth of the tonic harmony, whereas the follower creates a corresponding 
subdivision at B, which contradicts the tonic harmony. In reference to Schenker’s analysis of the 
same piece in Fünf Urlinie-Tafeln, Rothstein (2001) provides a similar summary of events, but 
highlights the harmonic aspect of the leader (the C–G–C articulation in the bass) and Schenker’s 
avoidance of the term Zug (linear progression) to describe the upper voice in favor of 
Oberdezimen, or upper tenths. Rothstein’s support for his own view, however, stems from 
Schenker’s discussion of illusory linear progressions, not that of combined linear progressions:  
In Der freie Satz Schenker makes his idea clear when he states, in par. 206, that in 
a merely apparent Zug ‘there is no harmonic relationship between the point of 
departure and the final tone.’ Clearly, then, ‘a harmonic relationship’ is a 
necessary, if not always a sufficient, requirement for a true Zug. (210) 
 
But Schenker makes no such claims concerning the upper voice in Example 2, or any follower, 
for that matter. To be sure, he admits that the B is “foreign to the C harmony,” but also concedes 
that the upper voice “does prolong the primary tone of the fundamental line” (1979, 80). 
Furthermore, the section in Free Composition to which Rothstein refers concerns the composing-
                                                
6 See, for instance, Berry 2012, 181 or Rothstein 2001, 210.  
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out of seconds, which, admittedly, falls outside the purview of a governing harmony. Such a 
scenario, however, does not prevail in Example 2. Rather, the upper voice moves between the 
octave-displaced thirds of the C-major harmony, but the internal subdivision at B, as upper tenth 
to G, qualifies it as a following progression, not an illusory one.  
  
EXAMPLE 2. Figure 95e/3 from Free Composition; Schenker’s analysis of J. S. Bach, Prelude in 
C Major, mm. 1–19, from the Well-Tempered Clavier, Book I; clefs provided by author 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Counterpoints that move between chord members of the governing harmony but contain 
divisions that fall outside of it clearly distinguish themselves as followers. But in cases where 
there are no such divisions, follower-designation becomes much more difficult to ascertain. Such 
a case appears in Example 3, which shows Figure 95b/3.2 from Free Composition. Here, the 
outer voices fill out fourth-spans in parallel motion between chord members of IV and I 
harmonies, but Schenker construes only the bass as the leader and the upper voice as upper 
tenths. A similar situation occurs in Example 4 (Figure 95b/4.2 from Free Composition), which 
also illustrates outer-voice fourth-spans in parallel motion, but this time between I and IV (the 
reverse of the progression shown in Example 3). Again, Schenker designates the bass as the 
leader and the soprano as upper tenths. Although his commentary concerning both graphs (and 
other related ones) is characteristically brief, it does provide a glimpse into the nature of the 
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follower. In this vein, he states that these and other related analyses “show lower and upper 
tenths involving one or more harmonies.” He continues: “…the Mozart example [Example 4] 
shows the motion continuing to the fourth tenth, where in order to regain c2 the octave d2 would 
have been required” (79). Concerning Example 4, he demonstrates that the upper voice veers off 
its intended path (C–D–E–D–C) by substituting F for the second D. The result of the 
substitution is that the upper voice now creates a layer of tenths above the leader in the bass. 
Thus, Schenker sheds some light upon the behavior of the follower, in that it shadows the 
melodic motion of the bass. But his reasons for allocating the leader to the bass remain unclear. 
  
EXAMPLE 3. Figure 95b/3.2 from Free Composition 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 4. Figure 95b/4.2 from Free Composition; analysis of Mozart, Piano Sonata in A 
Major, K. 331, i 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
To help better understand Schenker’s reasons for allocating leaders in Examples 2–4, it is 
notable that all the leaders in these cases move between roots of governing harmonies and occur 
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in the bass. Although he does not provide strict criteria concerning the status of roots within his 
discussion of combined progressions, he does allude to their significance within the context of 
linear progressions in the bass elsewhere in Free Composition; one such instance is provided in 
Example 5. With respect to this example, he writes, “Despite the 63   over B, which represents the 
I in g minor, the fourth-progression in the bass imparts to B the significance of the root of III 
which moves to VI; for only B as III can be the initial tone of the fourth-progression which is 
undeniably present here” (76). Thus, according to his explanation, the fourth-progression confers 
roothood upon the initial tone of the progression, if only at a later structural level. (The initial 
tone functions as the third of I at a deeper level, as Schenker’s analysis implies.) Other analyses 
that involve the leader moving between roots of governing harmonies include the following: 
Figures 95c/1, 95c/2α, 95c/2β, 95c/2γ, 95e/1, 95e/3, 95e/4, 95e/5, 96/2, 96/3, 99/1a, 99/1b, and 
99/1c. All the leaders listed here under Category 1 (including the ones shown in Examples 2–4) 
outline one of the following intervals: fourths, fifths, or octaves. Moreover, not all of them occur 
in the bass; Figures 95c/1, 96/2, and 96/3 occur in the soprano. Finally, all the leaders discussed 
here involve only parallel motion in either thirds or sixths with the follower. 
 
EXAMPLE 5. Figure 87/3b from Free Composition; analysis of Handel, Chaconne in G Major, 
Var. 12, mm. 5ff. 
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CATEGORY 2: LEADERS THAT MOVE BETWEEN ROOTS OF GOVERNING HARMONIES IN CONTRARY MOTION 
WITH FOLLOWERS 
 Leaders may also move between roots of governing harmonies in contrary motion with 
followers. Distinguishing between leaders and followers in such cases, however, becomes 
difficult if both move between roots of the governing harmonies. This describes precisely the 
situation of counterpointing fifth-progressions against fourth-progressions, such as in Example 6, 
which reproduces Schenker’s Figure 99 from Free Composition. With respect to this analysis, he 
writes,  
We see here the combination of a fifth-progression in the bass with a fourth-
progression in the tenor which moves in contrary motion. The fourth-progression 
is accompanied by the alto in upper thirds, while the bass is accompanied in upper 
tenths by the soprano. It is only the fifth-progression in the bass which leads here, 
including the upper tenths belonging to it. (81–82) 
 
Although he acknowledges the presence of two linear progressions in these examples, he clearly 
privileges the fifth-progression, which moves between the roots of the C-minor and F-minor 
triads. (Schenker does not provide a harmonic analysis.) This should come as no surprise, since 
the interval of a fifth plays a paramount role within his theory, whether as part of the bass 
arpeggiation of the Ursatz or the harmonic frame of the triad. In the latter respect, he writes in 
Counterpoint: “…the fourth, as a boundary-interval of the harmonic triad, is inferior to the fifth 
as original boundary-interval in that it is gained only through the artifice of inversion, therefore, 
by a secondary method” (2001, 112). Thus, already in his early writings he distinguishes 
between the fourth and fifth, claiming that the former is derived from the latter.7    
  
                                                
7 In Figure 98/3 of Free Composition, Schenker shows other examples of fifth-progressions set against fourth-
progressions in contrary motion, though he does not designate either as leaders. But the focus here (and for the other 
analyses contained within Figure 98) is the setting of linear progressions in contrary motion that contain either equal 
or unequal numbers of tones. See Schenker 1979, 81.  
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EXAMPLE 6. Figure 99 from Free Composition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Schenker also shows instances of fifth- and fourth-progression combinations in contrary 
motion where one of the progressions does not contain passing tones throughout the entirety of 
its span. Example 7 provides a case in point. He shows this analysis as an instance of setting 
linear progressions in contrary motion that contain either equal or unequal numbers of tones. 
Although the progressions here articulate unequal spans—a fourth-progression set against a fifth-
progression—the omitted passing tone between a and f within the latter progression creates a 
counterpoint that involves an equal number of tones. Regardless of the omission, Schenker still 
shows the lower voice articulating a fully-fledged linear progression. Although he does not 
allocate a leader in this particular instance, we can infer from his prior commentary concerning 
Example 6 that he would privilege the fifth-progression as leader, despite its incomplete nature.8  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
8 Schenker also discusses the removal of passing tones within the context of the ascending bass arpeggiation of the 
Ursatz at the first level of the middleground (1979, 30). First, he demonstrates that the I–V arpeggiation can be filled 
in entirely with passing tones. Next, he shows that some of these passing tones may be removed without diminishing 
the status of the passing tones that remain within the I–V span. 
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EXAMPLE 7. Figure 98/3a from Free Composition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CATEGORY 3: LEADERS SMALLER THAN AN OCTAVE THAT MOVE BETWEEN ANY CHORD MEMBERS OF 
GOVERNING HARMONIES AGAINST UNEQUIVOCAL FOLLOWERS 
In addition to moving between roots, leaders may also move between any chord members 
of governing harmonies within spans smaller than an octave. Furthermore, under Category 3, 
leaders combine with unequivocal followers, i.e., counterpoints that either begin or end outside 
of the governing harmonies or do not move unidirectionally. In some cases, Category-3 leaders 
move between members of a single governing harmony, such as in Example 1. Example 8a 
provides two more instances from Free Composition. In both cases, the leader moves between 
the fifth and root of the C major harmony, whereas the follower outlines a double-neighbor 
motion in the first instance, and a third-progression followed by a descending-fifth arpeggiation 
in the second instance; in neither case does the follower articulate a linear progression that 
moves entirely in tandem with the leader. In other cases, the leader moves between two 
governing harmonies, as in Example 8b.9 Again, a clear distinction between the leader and 
follower prevails, since the latter begins outside of the beginning A major harmony. Other 
                                                
9 Schenker’s voice-leading summary contained within parentheses in Example 8b demonstrates the process of 
casting out, or addition of, a root (Auswerfen eines Grundtones), highlighted by the exclamation mark beneath the A 
major chord. This process, in general, involves adding roots beneath the lowest voice of a particular sonority to help 
facilitate voice leading. In this particular case, the addition of the root A helps conceal the direct chromatic 
succession C–C in the inner voice, a scenario that Schenker discusses with respect to other passages from the 
literature involving chromatic tones. For more on casting out a root, see Schenker 1979, §247; Kalib 1973, vol. 1, 
116–18. 
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examples from Free Composition that show an unequivocal distinction between leader and 
follower include 95b/1, 95b/2, 95b/3.1, 95d/1, 95d/2, 95d/3, and 97/4. 
 
EXAMPLE 8. Leaders with unequivocal followers 
 
(a) Figure. 95b/4.1 from Free Composition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Figure 95a/4 from Free Composition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CATEGORY 4: LEADERS THAT MOVE WITH FOLLOWERS IN PARALLEL OR CONTRARY MOTION; BOTH 
OUTLINE CHORD-MEMBER SPANS SMALLER THAN AN OCTAVE10  
Within this category, both leaders and followers fill out chord-member spans that do not 
involve root-to-root motion, thus making it difficult to distinguish one from the other. Example 
9a provides a case in point from Free Composition. Here, both the leader and follower express 
ascending third-progressions contained within the C major harmony: the former between the root 
and third, the latter between the third and fifth. The harmonic summary contained within 
                                                
10 As we will see later in the essay, modifications to this category will allow for octave-spans as well. 
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parentheses, however, seems to contradict the status of the lower voice. Although the lower 
voice leads, only its beginning tone (C) appears within the summary; the upper third-progression, 
however, represents both the upper and inner voices within the summary, a situation that would 
seemingly confer upon it (at least to this reader) greater structural priority. Schenker, 
unfortunately, does not provide any meaningful commentary that addresses this matter. Other 
analyses like this from Free Composition include Figures 95a/8, 96/1, 96/4, 97/2b, and 97/3, all 
of which involve parallel or mixed motion (discussed below). Leaders and followers such as 
these can also be set against each other in contrary motion, usually taking the form of a voice-
exchange. Example 9b provides an instance from Free Composition. Again, Schenker does not 
distinguish between the leader and follower. 
  
EXAMPLE 9. Leaders and followers moving between chord members of a single governing 
harmony  
 
(a) Figure 95a/1 from Free Composition 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Figure 98/1a from Free Composition 
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CATEGORY 5: LEADERS THAT OUTLINE A FIFTH-PROGRESSION OF A GOVERNING HARMONY IN MIXED 
MOTION WITH A UNIDIRECTIONAL FOLLOWER 
The fifth and final category concerns leaders that express fifth-progressions between the 
root and fifth of a governing harmony set against a unidirectional follower in mixed motion, 
which involves a combination of parallel and oblique motion. Example 10 illustrates with Figure 
99/3 from Free Composition. For Schenker, this analysis depicts an instance of “linear 
progressions in mixed motion” (81). In this respect, he focuses on the descending fifth- and 
sixth-progressions that open the analysis. Although Schenker does not explicitly label one as 
leader, his commentary implies the former, since the latter “represents a rising third-
arpeggiation” (1979, 82 §229), thus a derivation from a similar phenomenon. Furthermore, based 
on his preference for fifth-progressions as leaders within other combinations (such as with 
fourth-progressions in contrary motion, discussed earlier with respect to Category 2), we can 
safely say that the fifth-progression here plays the role of leader within this particular instance.  
  
EXAMPLE 10. Figure 99/3 from Free Composition 
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TABLE 1. Preliminary Categorization of Leaders within Free Composition 
Category Size Framing Chord Members Harmonies Relative Motion 
 
Unequivocal Follower 
 
 
 
 Root Any 1 2 Parallel Mixed Contrary  
1a 4th, 5th x   x x    
1b 8ve x  x  x    
2 5th x   x   x  
3 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th   x x x x x  x 
4 3rd, 6th   x x x x  x  
5 5th   x x   x   
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A summary of the five categories discussed here appears in Table 1. Each row lists the 
specific criteria pertaining to each category, listed earlier at the beginning of this part of the 
essay: size, framing chord members, harmonies (governing, either one or two), relative motion 
(between leader and follower), and unequivocal follower (an inharmonic or non-unidirectional 
counterpoint). Some of the criteria divide into sub-criteria, e.g., framing chord members can be 
either the root or any chord members of the governing harmony or harmonies. Within some 
categories, multiple sub-criteria of the same criterion may apply, though never concurrently. For 
instance, a Category-4 leader can move either in parallel or contrary motion with a follower, but 
not both types of relative motion at the same time. Further commentary on each of the categories 
follows. Category 1 includes leaders that move between roots of governing harmonies in parallel 
motion with followers. This category breaks down into two subcategories: Category 1a describes 
leaders that span two governing harmonies (via fourth- or fifth-progressions), whereas Category 
1b describes leaders that outline only one governing harmony (via octave-progressions). 
Category 2 concerns leaders, only in the guise of fifth-progressions, that move between roots of 
two governing harmonies in contrary motion with followers. Category 3 corresponds to leaders 
smaller than an octave that move between any chord members of one or two governing 
harmonies set against unequivocal followers. Within this category, leaders either move against 
non-harmonic followers (ones that begin or end outside of the governing harmony) in parallel 
motion or non-unidirectional followers (the latter are listed within the “Mixed” column, which 
concerns any relative motion that is neither solely parallel nor contrary). Category 4 pertains to 
leaders smaller than an octave that move in parallel or contrary motion with followers that 
outline chord-member spans. Finally, Category 5 concerns leaders that outline fifth-progressions 
of a single governing harmony that move in a combination of parallel and oblique motion with 
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unidirectional followers. Every category except for Category 3 involves followers that outline 
unidirectional chord-member spans. And because of this fact, Category 4 is the most 
problematic, since it does not enable the analyst to make a clear distinction between the leader 
and follower. Thus, to better understand Schenker’s rationale for allocating leaders, we need to 
dig deeper into his thought by sifting through precedents of leading progressions within his 
published and unpublished materials that predate Free Composition.  
 
II. PRECEDENTS FOR LEADING PROGRESSIONS 
Schenker’s exploration of leaders exists within sketches from the Oster Collection and in 
analyses from Der Tonwille and Das Meisterwerk in der Musik. His use of leaders within these 
collections will help uncover his criteria for distinguishing between leaders and followers. I will 
examine examples from each of these collections in turn.  
 
LEADERS WITHIN THE OSTER COLLECTION 
Schenker’s most profound interpretation of leaders resides within File 76 of the Oster 
Collection (Kosovsky 1990; hereafter, OC). Example 11 provides one such instance from this 
file. Here he interprets the parallel tenths created between the third-progressions C–B–A and 
A–G–F as a polyphonic rendering of the fifth-progression C–B–A–G–F. Several annotations 
corroborate this reading: 1) the pitches g2 and f2 in parentheses after the A in the upper voice 
and the arrows pointing from these pitches towards the lower voice, suggesting that the upper 
voice continues its descent into the lower octave; and 2) the two references to 5^ –1^   motion—the 
first contained within the circle in the lower left-hand side of the sketch, with an arrow pointing 
from 5^ to 1^  , and the second situated beneath the staff, also with an arrow pointing from 5^ to 1^ . 
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Additionally, he places the word Führt (“leads”) next to a treble clef and to the left of the upper 
voice, indicating that the upper voice third-progression, playing its role as the beginning of a 
descending fifth-progression between 5^  and  1^   functions as the leader.11 The sketch in Example 
12 provides further evidence concerning Schenker’s audacious interpretation of third-
progressions set in parallel tenths as representing a single fifth-progression. Again, numerous 
references to 5^ –1^   motion obtain: within the staff, indicated with an arrow between B and E; 
beneath and to the lower right of the staff, indicated with an arrow between 5^  and  1^  ; and to the 
upper right of the staff, with the annotation “ = h–e” (= B–E). Furthermore, he writes at the 
bottom of the sketch “Quintzug,” or fifth-progression.  
 
EXAMPLE 11. Item 76/71 from the OC 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
11 He could also be alluding to the notion that a descending fifth-progression moves from the upper to the inner 
voice (Schenker 1979, §115 and §203). 
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EXAMPLE 12. Item 76/72 from the OC 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Within ascending third-progressions set in parallel tenths, Schenker views the lower 
voice as the leader (Example 13). Here, due to the ascending direction, there are now references 
to 1^  – 5^   motion: the arrow pointing from D to A, and two schematics of arrows pointing from 1^   
to 5^ to the upper right of the staff. To the right of the third-progressions within the staff, he 
summarizes their motion as standing in for the harmonic fifth-interval D–A. Although he does 
not explicitly designate a leader, he writes Oberterzen (upper thirds) to the right of the staff, 
which is consistent with the way Schenker views followers as contrapuntal content layered above 
or below leaders. What we can glean from these sketches of third-progressions set in parallel 
tenths is that they stand in for single fifth-progressions. Whichever of the third-progressions that 
begins the abstracted fifth-progression functions as the leader. Thus, it occurs as the upper voice 
in descending progressions and the lower voice in ascending progressions. 
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EXAMPLE 13. File 76/85 from the OC 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition to interpreting parallel third-progressions set in tenths as polyphonic 
renderings of fifth-progressions, Schenker also provides sketches of multi-leveled analyses to 
better contextualize the structural status of each linear progression. Example 14 illustrates. Here, 
the sketch on the left side of the equals sign occurs at a level closer to the foreground than that on 
the right. In the former sketch, the third-progression D–C–B occurs in the bass. But in the 
deeper-level analysis, it plays the role of only the inner voice, set above Stufen in the bass (D–G, 
shown in parentheses).12 The upshot of this perspective is that the third-progression F–E–D 
plays a more structural role than the third-progression D–C–B, since the latter occurs only as an 
inner voice at an earlier level of derivation.  
 Relating multiple levels of structure for the sake of determining the leader, of course, is 
what Schenker encourages throughout the section on combined linear progressions in Free 
                                                
12 Distinguishing between the upper-voice counterpoint and the Stufen that support it alludes to Schenker’s earlier 
notion of Außensatz as expounded in Der Tonwille (Schenker 2004, 53); Lubben 1993, 64–70, explores this idea 
further.  
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Composition, and other sketches from the OC support this viewpoint. Consider Example 15, 
which provides more context to the graph of Mozart’s Piano Sonata in A Major, K. 331, from 
Free Composition, shown earlier in Example 4. Within the sketch at Example 15a, the lower 
voice leads though the Stufen I–IV–V–I and the upper voice moves through 3^  – 4^  – 5^  – 4^  – 3^  – 2^  – 1^ 
at the deepest level (the second instances of  4^   and 3^ appear in parentheses); at a level closer to 
the surface, however, the upper voice follows the lower voice in parallel tenths, ascending from 
C to F, before skipping back to C and descending stepwise to A. The sketch at Example 15b 
provides a simpler account of the reading at Example 15a, showing how the upper voice intends 
to move to the D in parentheses, but instead continues to F so as to provide contrapuntal support 
to the leader in the bass.13 Both sketches, generally speaking, show that the leader resides at a 
deeper level than the follower.  
 
EXAMPLE 14. File 76/70 from the OC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
13 This sketch is similar to Schenker’s analysis of the same piece in Figure 72/3 of Free Composition.  
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EXAMPLE 15. Connection of leader to deeper levels 
 
(a) File 76/60 from the OC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) File 76/59 from the OC 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 16. Figure 1, from Schenker, “Bach’s Little Prelude No. 2 in C Major, BWV 939,” 
Tonwille 4  
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LEADERS WITHIN DER TONWILLE AND DAS MEISTERWERK IN DER MUSIK 
 We can also find allusions to leaders within Schenker’s publications that precede Free 
Composition. For instance, in a short essay on Bach’s Little Prelude No. 2 in C Major, BWV 939 
from Der Tonwille 4 ([1923] 2004, 145), he demonstrates how a fourth-progression is stated 
three times: twice in the tonic and once in the dominant. His summary of this progression 
appears in Example 16, shown at c).14 Each fourth-progression moves between the fifth and root 
of the governing harmonies. To put this fourth-progression into context, Schenker writes, “While 
the neighbor-note motion merely decorates the 3^ of the Urlinie, the fourth-progression carries 
forward the basic subject, which of course manifests motivic repetitions in the small, according 
to the intervallic succession of the fourth-progression . . . figure 1c shows how the fourth-
progressions of the basic idea actually strive upward” ([1923] 2004, 145). His observations 
demonstrate that the fourth-progression provides much of the content of the prelude and has a 
connection to motivic organization. We will examine how this is so later in the analytical section 
of this essay. 
Schenker continues this motivic tack in Das Meisterwerk in der Musik, in his essay on 
Bach’s Short Prelude No. 7 in E Minor, BWV 941 (1994). Example 17 reproduces Figure 1 from 
this essay. Concerning this example, Schenker writes,  
…the treble traverses the third-progression e1–g1….Two other voices take part in 
this linear movement, one in parallel lower sixths, the other with a neighbour-note 
motion decorated by a suspension…. This ascending third-progression is the seed 
from which the prelude emerges; once this seed is sown,…the entire harvest is 
determined.…It is this third-progression that drives the Urlinie up from  1^  to 3^  ! 
(58)  
 
                                                
14 We should assume that a treble clef applies to the staff in this example. 
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The language is reminiscent of that which Schenker uses for leaders and followers, where one is 
designated as a linear progression and another, simply a counterpoint that shadows that linear 
progression.  
 
EXAMPLE 17. Figure 1, from Schenker, “Bach: Twelve Short Preludes, No. 7 [BWV 941]”, [Das 
Meisterwerk in der Musik] The Masterwork in Music: A Yearbook, vol. 1 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The picture that emerges from these precedents of leaders within the OC, Tonwille, and 
Meisterwerk, is one that depicts structural and motivic properties. With respect to structural 
properties, leaders can initiate fifth-progressions that divide into two third-progressions set 
against each other in parallel motion. Additionally, leaders occur at deeper levels of derivation 
than their follower counterparts. With respect to motivic properties, leaders can provide the 
primary motivic content of a piece. In this sense, “motivic content” entails repetitions, in either 
exact, diminuted, or augmented forms. Thus, leaders not only reside higher up in the derivational 
hierarchy, they can also project motivic significance.  
In light of these precedents, we can disambiguate Category 4 leaders (ones that move 
with followers in parallel or contrary motion, where both leaders and followers outline chord-
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member spans) by adopting two extra criteria with which to describe them: 1) fifth-progressions 
rendered polyphonically as third-progressions set against followers in parallel thirds or sixths,15 
and 2) motivic. A revision of Table 1 that includes these new criteria appears as Table 2. Here, 
by adopting these new criteria, Category 4 now divides into two subcategories, both of which 
pertain to leaders and followers that project spans between any chord members of either one or 
two governing harmonies. Descriptions of both subcategories follow. First, Category 4a includes 
leaders that articulate fifth-progressions polyphonically as third-progressions moving in parallel 
thirds or sixths with followers, a criterion tabulated within the “5th-Prg.” column of Table 2. In 
this subcategory, within the context of parallel thirds, the leader resides above the follower in 
descending progressions and below the follower in ascending progressions; within the context of 
parallel sixths, the reverse is true. Second, Category 4b concerns leaders of any size, from a third 
to an octave, considered to be motivic (represented by the “Motivic” column of Table 2);16 
within this subcategory, although both the leader and follower outline chord-member spans, only 
the leader articulates a span that carries motivic significance, not the follower.  
 With this more nuanced understanding of leaders, it remains to be seen how they can 
impact our analytical understanding of musical works. The remainder of the essay, therefore, will 
apply our newfound knowledge of leaders to a small number of analyses.  
 
 
 
                                                
15 Although Schenker’s sketches in the OC that demonstrate this particular type of leader show combined linear 
progressions in only parallel thirds or tenths, his Figure 96/1 from Free Composition provides an instance of this 
type within the context of parallel sixths. 
16 The only constraint concerning the size of a motivic leader is that it conforms to any interval between chord 
members of the governing harmony. In allusion to this, William Pastille and Allen Cadwallader write, “…motives 
that unfold at the deepest levels of the middleground are very general; they express the most fundamental intervallic 
components of triadic unfolding” (1992, 132). 
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TABLE 2. Revised Categorization of Leaders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Category Size Framing Chord Members Harmonies Relative Motion 
 
Unequivocal Follower 
 
 
5th-Prg. Motivic 
 
 
 Root Any 1 2 Parallel Mixed Contrary    
1a 4th, 5th x   x x      
1b 8ve x  x  x      
2 5th x   x   x    
3 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th   x x x x x  x   
4a 3rd   x x x x    x  
4b 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 8ve  x x x x x x   x 
5 5th   x x   x     
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EXAMPLE 18. J. S. Bach, Prelude in C Major, BWV 939 
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III. ANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS OF LEADERS 
Our first analysis incorporates Schenker’s discussion of J. S. Bach’s Prelude in C Major, 
BWV 939, the score of which is shown in Example 18 and corresponding analysis in Example 
19. The piece is derived from a third-progression, the Urlinie of which descends in the final two 
measures. Additionally, a dominant divider in mm. 6–12 prolongs the tonic Stufe. At Level a, 
following Schenker’s analysis from 1923 (see Example 16), three ascending fourth-progression 
leaders fill out the space between the fifth and root of I (mm. 1–4), V (mm. 9–12), and I (mm. 
13–15). Each progression appears within inner voices. (The progression in mm. 9–12 is a 
superposed inner voice that moves above the fundamental line.) Additionally, taking inspiration 
from Schenker’s analysis, we can regard each leader as motivic, thus designating them as 
members of Category 4b.  
That these leaders fill out the same fourth-progression for their respective Stufen is no 
surprise, especially when one takes into consideration particular formal and design features of 
the prelude. In this sense, when looking back at the score (Example 18), mm. 1–4 outline an 
opening tonic statement that features an arpeggiated figure above a tonic pedal; this statement is 
then transposed (almost exactly) to the dominant in mm. 9–12. The third fourth-progression in 
mm. 13–15, although a repetition of the first two leaders, is more disguised at the surface; 
however, certain aspects of design help to uncover it. First, the transfer of the arpeggiated figure 
from the right hand to the left hand in mm. 11–12 signals a change of harmonic direction; in this 
case, a move back towards tonic (indicated by the F in m. 12). Second, the appearance of the 
arpeggiated figure in both hands in m. 13 (the first time this occurs within the prelude) heralds 
the return of the tonic Stufe, and in this case, the beginning of the leader starting on G. Third, the 
sixteenth-note flourish in m. 14 outlines a change in register—specifically, of the G–C leader—
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bringing a2 down to a1 and continuing to b1 on beat 3 of the same measure and returning the 
leader to its original place of origin within the inner voice. Thus, aspects of form and design help 
to highlight repetitions of the leader, even in the last case, where repetition is not made 
abundantly clear at the surface.  
With the establishment of these three leaders shown at Level a in Example 19, followers 
appear next at Level b. In the case of the framing I-Stufen, followers move in a combination of 
oblique motion and parallel thirds with the aforementioned leaders, transiting between the root 
and third: within the opening I-Stufe, the follower serves as the Anstieg; within the resuming I-
Stufe in mm. 13–15, it creates motion from an inner voice by outlining c2–d2–e2. For the V-Stufe 
in mm. 9–12, the follower creates upper-neighbor motion above the root in the soprano (here, an 
inner-voice 5^   that has been superposed above the upper voice). The interplay between leader and 
follower becomes more involved at Level c, where reaching over forces the follower to shift 
above and below the leader, at least for the opening I-Stufe and the V-Stufe in mm. 9–12, moving 
back and forth between the upper voices. A role-reversal, however, evinces itself with the 
resuming I-Stufe in m. 13. Here, the follower remains within the same register (c2–d2–e2), 
whereas the leader now pursues a more registrally convoluted path. In this sense, the leader starts 
in the alto (g2), but then ascends to a2, meeting up with the soprano on the same tone. Next, the 
leader plummets to a1 via register transfer, ending up in the tenor voice. Despite the register 
transfer, the leader continues its upward journey, through b1 and c2, by the end of which it returns 
to the alto voice. (The return to the alto voice is also helped along by the superposed g2 in mm. 
14–15, which moves to g1 as part of the tenor voice.) Thus, although leaders appear at earlier 
levels than followers, neither is immune from undergoing transformations at later structural 
levels.  
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EXAMPLE 19. Analysis of J. S. Bach, Prelude in C Major, BWV 939 
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The next analysis involves an excerpt from Mozart’s Fantasy No. 3 in D Minor, K. 397, 
mm. 55–70 (score at Example 20, analysis at Example 21). The excerpt comprises a simple 
continuous binary form, with the first reprise ending on a V:PAC. A return to the home-key tonic 
occurs at the beginning of the second reprise, which concludes with a I:PAC in its final measure. 
Referring to the analysis, the tonal structure consists of a 3-line Ursatz, with an interruption 
occurring at the end of the first reprise.17 Resumption of the Kopfton occurs at the beginning of 
the second reprise and the Urlinie descends in mm. 68–70. Whereas our discussion of the 
previous piece involved multiple instances of a single leader, the analysis of the Mozart here 
involves a wider range of leaders. Four leaders appear at Level a: 1) an a1–d2 fourth-progression 
moving between the fifth and root of the I-Stufe in mm. 55–58; 2) an e2–a1 fifth-progression 
moving between the fifth and root of the V-Stufe in mm. 60–62; 3) a d–a fifth moving between 
the roots of the I- and V-Stufen in mm. 63–66; and 4) a b–d1 third-progression moving from the 
third of the IV-Stufe to the root of the I-Stufe in mm. 67–68.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
17 Laufer 1988, 104–105, interprets this excerpt as having no interruption. Instead, his reading views the 
prolongation of the structural dominant Stufe and 2^ as spanning mm. 62–69. Support for such a reading corresponds 
to a lack of opening material occurring in the second section of this binary form, what Marvin 2011 refers to as the 
“reprise constraint”: “A harmonic and thematic reprise on the musical surface is necessary in order to invoke 
interruption as a Schenkerian transformation. Without such a reprise, the form and voice-leading are uninterrupted” 
(unpublished handout, 3). Other research that falls in line with this view of interruption includes Smith 1996, 243. 
As Marvin states, Schenker does not explicitly link interruption to reprise, and many Schenkerians apply 
interruption more liberally than Marvin advocates.            
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EXAMPLE 20. Mozart, Fantasy No. 3 in D Minor, K. 397, mm. 55–70 
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EXAMPLE 21. Analysis of Mozart, Fantasy No. 3 in D Minor, K. 397, mm. 55–70 
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The leaders in the first reprise differ from those in the second reprise; those in the former 
outline spans within single Stufen, whereas those in the latter move between multiple Stufen. In 
the case of the first reprise, the first leader helps establish the opening tonic Stufe, whereas the 
second leader creates motion into an inner voice within the V-Stufe that concludes the reprise, 
thus helping confirm the interruption on 2^  . Within the second reprise, the first leader outlines 
motion between the initiating I-Stufe and its back-relating dominant (note the missing e–f 
passing tones, the possibility of which was discussed earlier within the essay); the second leader 
facilitates the return to I in the bass—locally, a VI6 at the foreground, but the completion of a 5–
6 motion over I at a deeper level—coinciding with the resumption of the Kopfton, in anticipation 
of the final 3^  –2^  –1^ descent.  
Concerning the “missing” passing tones within the bass of mm. 63–66, an intriguing 
surface detail sheds light on their omission. In m. 63, the bass does not begin on a root-position I, 
but, rather, I6. What is more, the bass descends by step to a root-position I, filling in the space 
left vacant within the d–a leader detailed in Example 21, Level a. In this way, the f–e–d third in 
the bass provides a commentary, of sorts, upon the contrapuntal organization of the outer voices 
at the beginning of the second reprise.18 The commentary here suggests that, despite the 
structural omission of the e–f passing tones within the leading progression, their motivic 
presence is made known at the outset of this musical phrase.  
Level b illustrates the addition of followers, all of which counterpoint against Category-3 
leaders, save for the one in mm. 63–66, which moves against a Category-2 leader. At mm. 55–
58, the upper voice articulates neighbor motion against the rising leader in the inner voice; at 
                                                
18 Even more intriguing are the upper thirds a–g–f that appear above this line, since, together with the lower line, 
comprise a polyphonic rendering of an a–d fifth, the general concept of which was discussed earlier within the 
essay. 
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mm. 60–62, the alto moves primarily in parallel thirds with the leader, but changes direction with 
the semitone G–A; at mm. 63–66, the soprano descends in contrary motion against the leader 
between the thirds of the governing I and V harmonies; at mm. 67–68, the inner voices create 
neighbor motion against the leader. Level c expands some of the followers from the previous 
level: the neighboring motion in mm. 55–58 transforms into parallel sixths moving with the 
leader; in mm. 60–62, the tenor fills out the harmonies in the upper voices and the bass provides 
consonant support to the d2/b1 passing tones; in mm. 64–66, the tenor gradually ascends with the 
leader in oblique and parallel motion, first with 5–6 motion, and then chromatically through e1–
f1–f1; and in mm. 67–68, the bass moves chromatically through a1–a1–b1 beneath the passing 
c1 in the leader, completing the large-scale 5–6 motion that governs the tonic expansion within 
mm. 63–68.  
 Our final analysis concerns J. S. Bach’s Trio in G Minor, BWV 929, from the Clavier-
Büchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, a piece in simple continuous binary form (score and 
analysis in Examples 22 and 23, respectively).19 The analysis focuses on motivic leaders. As 
Level a shows, the majority of the foreground contains descending-third motives, which, in the 
given context, are understood as Category 4b leaders. For instance, within the first reprise, two 
third-progressions outlining d2–b1, in mm. 1–4 and mm. 5–8, articulate motions into the inner 
voice that emanate from the Kopfton. Both third-progressions contain nested third-progressions, 
or leaders, functioning at lower structural levels; within the first d2–b1 span, the upper neighbor 
                                                
19 Willner 2015 discusses Oster’s sketches of this piece contained within the Ernst Oster Estate. As with my sketch, 
Oster’s sketch (Willner 2015, 159) also depicts a 5-line reading, an upper-neighbor embellishment of the Kopfton in 
the first reprise, motion to an inner voice spanning d2–b1 in mm. 1–4, passing motion through IV in the second 
reprise, E–G and A–F bass unfoldings in mm. 10–11, and a lack of support for 3^   in the Urlinie-descent (which 
Oster acknowledges by removing  3^   altogether and replacing it with a Leerlauf [unsupported stretch] symbol). Oster, 
however, opts for an auxiliary cadence to IV that moves through E–G–C in the bass in mm. 10–12, whereas my 
sketch employs the same kind of cadence but moving through F–G–C in mm. 11–12.     
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e2 in m. 2 descends by step to c2, and in m. 3, the inner voice unfolds from a1 to f1; within the 
second d2–b1 span, the bass takes over as leader, with descending thirds g1–e1 and e1–c1 in 
mm. 5–6, and another beginning in m. 8, b–g, expertly facilitating the contrapuntal return from 
the first ending to the beginning of the first reprise.  
 
EXAMPLE 22. J. S. Bach, Trio in G Minor, BWV 929, from Clavier-Büchlein für Wilhelm 
Friedemann Bach (inserted within a Partita by G. H. Stölzel) 
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EXAMPLE 23. Analysis of J. S. Bach, Trio in G Minor, BWV 929, from Clavier-Büchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (inserted 
within a Partita by G. H. Stölzel) 
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Leaders, however, in the second reprise follow a slightly different tack. In mm. 9–14, the 
bass ascends through a deeper-level third-progression B–d, which, interestingly, presents a 
retrograde version of the two aforementioned leaders that control the first reprise. Within the B–
d span, leaders appear throughout all voices. Indeed, they appear in stretto, such as in mm. 10–
11, between the upper and inner voices, and in mm. 12–13, between the outer voices. But like the 
first reprise, leaders appear in the upper voices within the first part of the second reprise (mm. 9–
12), and then migrate to the bass in the latter part (mm. 12–14). Four followers appear in Level b, 
all of which move essentially in contrary motion to their respective leaders (only followers are 
shown at this level out of concern for legibility). In each case, the follower moves between chord 
members of the governing harmony or harmonies, yet, the motivic aspect of the leaders to which 
they are set against is what renders the followers subordinate. Three out of the four 
leader/follower combinations articulate voice-exchanges outlining chord members of a single 
harmony, whereas the combination in m. 10 outlines chord members between two harmonies, E 
major (with an added seventh) and G major. And even though a voice-exchange transforms the 
appearance of the leader in the bass in m. 6, the inner-voice progressions moving in ascending 
parallel thirds behave as followers, since they appear at a later level of derivation than their 
leader-counterpart. In general, the analysis here demonstrates that the leader, in the guise of a 
motivic, descending third-progression, guides much of the voice-leading activity within this 
piece, appearing at multiple levels of structure.  
 
 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this essay, I have presented not only a fresh perspective on Schenker’s theory, but also 
an alternative approach to Schenkerian analysis. In the latter respect, employing leaders within 
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an analysis allows the analyst to systematically create levels by gradually surrounding leaders 
with added counterpoints. The opening four measures in Bach’s Prelude in C Major, BWV 939  
(Example 19), provides a case in point: Level a introduces the leading fourth-progression g1–c2; 
Level b adds following upper thirds to the leader; and Level c shifts the follower between 
registers by way of reaching-over. Thus, the leader in this context becomes an organizing 
principle within the analytical process, akin to the way that the Urlinie becomes the ultimate, 
pervading force guiding the upper voice. The five categories to which a leader may belong, 
presented in Part I, give us a more accurate way of distinguishing leaders from followers. 
Making such distinctions not only enhance our understanding of Schenker’s theory, but also, our 
methods of doing analysis.  
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